
   

   

  Fabulous Mummy and Baby Boy Hamper 
 

£188.38 £169.55
IN STOCK

Quick Overview
This fabulous baby boy gift hamper focuses on beautifully soft organic
baby clothing, and "me time" gifts for the new Mummy.

  Details
 
The new baby boy will be spoiled for choice with the multitude of clothing and outfits in this beautiful gift basket. For starters there is a bright
and colourful, 100% cotton, Monkey Playsuit & Matching Hat from the designer brand Olive and Moss. Baby boy will also receives a gorgeous
"Harvest Time" My First 4 Piece Clothing Gift Set by Frugi Organics, which includes a long sleeve tractor themed top, 2 pairs of matching
elasticated footed pull-ups and a striped blue and white cardigan. Baby will be warm and comfortable with an cute and soft, organic babygrow,
and a 100% cotton motif body suit by Frugi Organics - the UK's top children's brand for ethical and organic clothing. Baby receives a cozy teddy
bear comfort blankie which will soothe him gently to sleep, while Mum enjoys a well-deserved cup of tea using her new Yummy Mummy mug
and restoring enegy levels with the bag of Lily O Briens Sea Salt & Caramel Chocolate Discs. The bottle of soothing mummy bath soak will give
the new mother a chance to have some recovery, pamper time, and relax in a warm bath.

Additional Information
 
Contents Frugi Organic Harvest Time "My First 4 Piece Set" For Boys 3-6m Set includes: 1 long sleeve top, 1 cardigan

and two pairs of bottoms Michael Monkey Cotton Playsuit & Hat by Olive and Moss Frugi Organic "Dinky
Dinos" Lovely Babygrow Frugi Organic Cotton Baby Boy Body Suit Cozy Cuddles Teddy Bear Comfort
Blankie Widdop "Yummy Mummy" Gift Boxed Mug Love Boo "Mummy" Splendidly Soothing Natural Bath
Foam 250ml Lily O'Briens Creamy Caramel & Chocolate Discs 120g Open Wicker Gift Basket lined in fabric
Gift wrapped and decorated in It's A Boy silk baby ribbon New Baby Boy Card
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